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Run-out of cut-slope landslides: mesh-free simulations
X. HE†, D. LIANG‡ and M. D. BOLTON§
This study uses an incompressible smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (ISPH) model to investigate the
run-out and deposit morphology of granular materials flowing down cut slopes. The primary aim is to
study the influence of various factors on the run-out and to summarise a quantitative relationship
for direct use in landslide hazard management. In the model, the granular materials are modelled as a
rigid perfectly plastic material with a Coulomb yield surface. The coupled continuity equation and
momentum equation are solved by a semi-implicit algorithm. The model is first validated and its results
are carefully compared with various controlled experiments regarding granular flows. The model
reproduces the flows and correctly predicts the deposition profiles under various conditions. Then, the
computational results are used to study the run-out and mobility of landslides. For granular columns
collapsing onto a flat surface, a normalised run-out and a new scaling relationship are proposed, which
are supported by numerous measured and numerical results. A similar relationship for the run-out of
granular rectangles on steep slopes has also been explored. It is found that the normalised run-out is
mainly determined by the slope angle and the normalised drop height. Furthermore, three types of
idealised cut-slope landslides are simulated to study the influence of the initial landslide shape on the
run-out. It is found that the normalised run-out of these idealised cut-slope landslides is smaller than
that of granular rectangles on slopes of the same angles and drop heights. The difference between the
run-outs is found to be mainly determined by the proportion of the whole mass that initially lies above
a predictable discontinuity plane.
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INTRODUCTION
Owing to population growth, mountainous areas have
become increasingly crowded. To make space for new
infrastructure and to improve the environment, natural
slopes are often reshaped into cut slopes. Some of these cut
slopes are prone to landslides, which may cause fatalities and
economic losses. To make proper use of land near cut slopes,
it is necessary to assess the riskof cut-slope landslides and the
subsequent run-out.
Early studies of the run-out of landslides relied largely on
empirical formulae from statistical analyses of historical
data. In these statistical models, the mobility of landslides is
expressed by a well-known index called the reach angle. This
index is defined as the angle of the line connecting the head
of the landslide source to the distal margin of the deposited
mass. This index was found to depend on the volume of the
landslide mass (Corominas, 1996; Legros, 2002). In addition,
Hunter & Fell (2003) concluded that empirical models
should also take into account dilatancy during the failure
process, the geometry of the slope at and below the slide
source area, and the degree of confinement of the travel path.
With the development of computing techniques and
mathematical models, more and more physically based
dynamic methods have emerged. A widely used continuum-
based dynamic model was constructed by Savage & Hutter
(1989). They incorporated the Mohr–Coulomb model
into a set of depth-averaged equations for dry granular
flows. Iverson & Denlinger (2001) then extended these
depth-averaged equations to two-phase flows based on
mixture theory.
The smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) numerical
method has increasingly been used in continuum-based
modelling. The SPH method was initially applied in astro-
physics and fluid dynamics. Efforts have also been made to
implement the SPH method in soil mechanics models to
study slope stability (Bui et al., 2011) and large deformations
of soils (Bui et al., 2008). It was recently used to simulate the
collapse of granular columns (Liang & He, 2014; He &
Liang, 2015). However, the fully dynamic SPH method has
not been used for studying cut-slope landslide phenomena,
which involve violent impact and complex topography.
This paper reports on a numerical investigation of the
run-out and deposit morphology of cut-slope landslides.
Unlike previous SPH models in the geotechnical community
(Bui et al., 2011; An et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016), which
update the mean stress from an explicit algebraic equation,
this study adopts an SPH method, which solves the mean
stress implicitly. The mathematical model is first verified
against experimental results of dry granular flows in various
configurations. It is shown that the present SPH model can
faithfully predict the flows, even when violent impact
happens. Consistent with the findings in computational
fluid dynamics, the present implicit SPHmodel demonstrates
advantages over the explicit SPH models by obtaining
a smooth stress field without special stabilisation techniques
and allowing a greater time step. The primary focus of
this study is the run-out of landslides. First, the extensively
discussed scaling relationship for the run-out of granular
columns is re-examined. A new normalised run-out is
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proposed to better indicate the relative mobility. Correspond-
ingly, a new normalised relationship between this normalised
run-out and initial geometrical parameters is suggested,
which is supported by numerous experimental results and
past and present numerical simulations. Then, a similar
normalised relationship for the run-out of granular rec-
tangles released on cut slopes is explored for the first time.
Finally, the SPH model is applied to simulate some idealised
cut-slope landslides, which are a reasonable abstraction of
real-world landslides.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In the present study, the flow-type landslide mass is
modelled as an incompressible material as in Balmforth &
Kerswell (2005) and Ionescu et al. (2015) with the governing
equations as follows.
dρ
dt
¼ ρ @νi
@xi
¼ 0 ð1Þ
dvi
dt
¼  1
ρ
@σij
@xj
þ gi ¼ 
1
ρ
@p
@xi
 1
ρ
@sij
@xj
þ gi ð2Þ
Here, ρ¼ [(1þw)ρsolid]/(1þ e) is the bulk density of the soil,
with ρsolid, w and e the density of the solid, moisture content
and void ratio, respectively. During the rapid flowing of the
soil mass, the density of solid, the void ratio and the moisture
content are assumed to be constants to meet the incompres-
sible condition. σij ¼ pδij þ sij is the stress tensor. p is the
mean stress. sij is the deviatoric stress tensor. gi is the
acceleration due to gravity. This paper adopts the convention
commonly used in soil mechanics that compressive stress and
strain are positive.
ISPH scheme
Using the authors’ in-house computer code, the coupled
continuity and momentum equations are solved by an
incompressible smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (ISPH)
method. Readers are referred to He (2016) for the architec-
ture of the computer program and the detailed numerical
treatments. The incompressibility condition is imposed by a
projection method comprising a predictor step and a
corrector step. In the predictor step, an intermediate velocity
field is obtained without satisfying the continuity condition.
The errors in the predicted velocity field are then corrected by
solving a pressure Poisson equation (Shao, 2012).
The present study chooses the quintic Wendland
smoothing kernel W(x, h), where h denotes the smooth-
ing length and x denotes the position vector. For
two neighbouring particles at positions xa and xb, respect-
ively, the short notation Wab¼W(xa xb, h) and
rjWab ¼ ð@W=@xjÞðxa  xb; hÞ is used. Symbols fa,n and
f a,nþ1 denote the values of a function at particle a at time tn
and time tnþ1¼ tnþΔt, respectively. If the time step index is
omitted in an equation, then the values are all evaluated at
the same time.
The predictor step is the integration of the momentum
equation in time considering only the gravity term and
deviatoric stress term. The intermediate velocity is calculated as
va;ni  va;ni
Δt
¼ 
XNnei
b
mb
sa;nij
ðρaÞ2 þ
sb;nij
ðρbÞ2
" #
rjWab;n þ gi ð3Þ
Here, f n* denotes the intermediate value when marching
from tn to tnþ1. In the predictor step, the continuity equation
is not considered. Then a corrector step is used to adjust the
intermediate velocity by taking into account the pressure
gradient term.
νa;nþ1i  νa;ni
Δt
¼ 
XNnei
b
mb
pa;nþ1
ðρaÞ2 þ
pb;nþ1
ðρbÞ2
" #
rjWab; n ð4Þ
In equations (3) and (4), the SPH formations are used to
estimate the gradient of the mean stress and deviatoric stress.
The following Poisson equation should be used to calculate
the pressure field, which will generate the correct pressure
gradient term in equation (4) to ensure the conservation of
mass at tnþ1.
@
@xj
1
ρ
@p
@xj
 !" #a;nþ1
¼
XNnei
b
mb
8
ðρa þ ρbÞ2
pa;nþ1  pb;nþ1
ðrab;nÞ2 þ η2
xabj rjWab;n
¼ ρ
a;n  ρa;n
ρa;nΔt2
ð5Þ
Here, η is a small value, taken to be 0·1h, to keep
the denominator non-zero even if two particles are very
close. In equation (5), the intermediate density is
approximated to be ρa;n ¼PNneib mbWab, whereas the
initial density is estimated to be ρa;n ¼PNneib mbWab;n.
In this ISPH method, there is no need for the introduction
of any sound speed. Hence, the Courant criterion is based on
the particle velocities rather than the wave speed, which
allows a bigger time step than other explicit SPH models
(Liang, 2010; Bui et al., 2011; An et al., 2016).
Δt  Cmax Δlνij jmax
ð6Þ
Here, |νi|max is the maximum velocity and Δl is the initial
spacing of particles.
The Mohr–Coulomb model
There have been extensive research studies on the mech-
anics of granular materials. During the mobilisation stage,
the evolution of the frictional resistance and dilatancy
depends on the initial state of the soil (Bolton, 1986). After
a so-called critical state is reached after large deformations,
however, the coefficient of friction resistance remains con-
stant and the dilatancy becomes zero (Schofield & Wroth,
1968). Because the soil elements in flow-type landslides will
already have suffered large deformations during the landslide
triggering phase, they should stay in a critical state while they
continue to deform. In this study, the soil is modelled as a
rigid–perfectly plastic material with a Coulomb yield surface
(Fig. 1). On the failure plane (F in Fig. 1), the shear stress
τ and the effective normal stress σ′ have the following
relationship.
τ ¼ σ′ tan ϕcrit ð7Þ
where ϕcrit is the internal friction angle, chosen as the critical
state value to model flow-type landslides. In plane-strain
problems, the deviatoric stress is sij
  ¼ ðσ′1  σ′3Þ=2 and the
mean stress is p ¼ ðσ′1 þ σ′3Þ=2. Here, σ′1 and σ′3 are the
effective principal stresses. In this paper, the norm of a
second-order tensor is defined as the square root of the
second deviatoric invariant of that tensor. It is easy to verify
that sij
  ¼ p sin ϕcrit. Studies show that the stress tensor and
strain rate tensor are coaxial at the critical state in simple
shear (Ai et al., 2014) and transient flow (Lacaze & Kerswell,
2009) conditions. With such a coaxial assumption, the
following relationship is implemented in SPH.
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sij ¼ p sin ϕcrit
e˙ ij
e˙ ij
  ð8Þ
Here, e˙ ij is the deviatoric strain rate tensor. The relationship
described by this equation is often referred to as the Drucker–
Prager yield criterion (Schofield & Wroth, 1968).
The accuracy of the SPH approximation is severely
reduced near boundaries due to particle deficiency. In this
study, the corrected gradient of the kernel is used for the
estimation of strain rate to improve the accuracy, as expressed
below
ε˙ij
 a¼ 1
2
XNnei
b
mb
ρb
νai  νbi
 r˜jWab þ (νaj  νbj )r˜iWabh i
ð9Þ
Here, r˜jWab ¼ B2;aij riWab and B2;aij is the inverse of
B2;aij ¼
PNnei
b ðmb=ρbÞ xbi  xai
 rjWab. r˜jWab is termed as
the renormalised gradient of the kernel (Randles & Libersky,
1996).
In summary, the soil model is implemented in the predictor
step. The strain rate tensor for every particle is first estimated
using equation (9). For incompressible materials, the strain
rate tensor should be equal to the deviatoric strain rate
tensor. However, the strain rate tensor calculated from
equation (9) is often not exactly a deviatoric tensor due to
numerical errors. The deviatoric strain rate tensor is still
evaluated as e˙ ij ¼ ε˙ij  ðε˙kk=2Þδij and the deviatoric stress
tensor is then updated using equation (8).
Boundary treatments
For particles near or on the boundary, only the neigh-
bouring particles inside the domain contribute to the SPH
approximation, and no contribution comes beyond the
boundary. This one-sided contribution leads to inaccuracy,
but this can be mitigated by taking additional steps to
preserve the conservation of mass and momentum at the
boundaries.
The free surface condition is implemented on a set of the
most outlying particles. Owing to particle deficiency in the
evaluation of the gradient of stresses in equations (3) and (4),
particles near the free surface tend to cluster together during
simulations. In this paper, the mean stress of free surface
particles is assigned a small value of ρgΔl/4. This will shift the
mean stress field by this value, but will have no influence on
the estimation of the gradient of stresses for interior particles.
This treatment will compensate for the missing contributions
for particles near the free surface and avoid the cluster
of particles. The free surface particles are easily tracked as
their SPH estimation of density drops abruptly due to
particle deficiency. The criterion used for the detection of
free surface particles is ρa,n, 0·97ρ0.
At the fixed boundary, a non-penetration Coulomb
friction condition is enforced. In this study, a combination
of boundary particles and dummy particles is used to model
the fixed boundary (Fig. 2). In this technique, one layer of
fixed particles is placed on the boundary and several layers of
dummy particles are placed outside the boundary. During
calculations, the velocity and position of boundary particles
and dummy particles are not updated. However, the mean
stress of boundary particles is calculated through the pressure
Poisson equation and the deviatoric stress is updated through
equations similar to equation (8). As for the stress of dummy
particles, a uniform distribution of stress is assumed on and
outside the fixed boundary. For a dummy particle d, it
has an associated boundary particle b(d ) which is the
closest to it among all boundary particles. The stress on
this dummy particle is specified to be the same as the
stress on its associated boundary particle. Such a treatment
helps to achieve the Neumann boundary condition
((@=@xi)nij@wΩ ¼ 0) when solving the Poisson equation, as
the position vector xbðdÞj  xdj between a dummy particle and
its associated boundary particle is approximately in the
normal direction (xbðdÞj  xdj +jxbðdÞj  xdj jnj). Here, nj is
the unit vector normal to the fixed boundary. In this way, the
pressure at boundary particles is able to repel the approach-
ing soil particles to avoid particle penetration.
COLLAPSE OF GRANULAR COLUMNS ONTO
HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED PLANES
Most of the studies of landslides are restricted to the
movement of the front and the shape of the deposition.
The understanding of the flow and deposition mechanisms
remains qualitative. Recently, a number of small-scale
laboratory experiments of granular materials collapsing
onto horizontal and inclined planes have been reported
(Balmforth & Kerswell, 2005; Lajeunesse et al., 2005; Lube
et al., 2005, 2011; Lacaze et al., 2008). These phenomena
have also been simulated with discrete-element model
(DEM) (Staron & Hinch, 2005; Lacaze et al., 2008;
Utili et al., 2015) and continuum-based numerical methods
(Crosta et al., 2009). These granular collapse phenomena are
σ '3 σ '1
F
F
Yield surface
Shear
stress
φcrit
Normal stress
Fig. 1. Mohr diagram showing the Coulomb yield surface
Soil particles
Boundary particles
Dummy particles
Fig. 2. Boundary particles and dummy particles for the treatment of
fixed boundary
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well defined and share some similarities with landslides,
providing an opportunity to assess various dynamic models.
The set-up of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 3. Granular
columns are initially contained in a rectangular box. The
initial width and height of the columns are denoted as L0 and
H0, respectively. The aspect ratio is a¼H0/L0. There is a
removable gate on one side of the box, which is connected to
a horizontal or inclined plane. Once the gate is suddenly
removed, the granular column will collapse onto the plane,
before finally stopping to form a heap. The run-out is defined
as the length of the deposition along the plane.
Demonstration of the collapsing process
Nguyen et al. (2016) conducted a series of two-
dimensional (2D) collapse experiment onto a horizontal
plane with aluminium rods 50 mm long. The diameters of
the rods were 1·6 or 3·0 mm, and they were mixed in the ratio
of 5·27:1 by number, which resulted in a bulk density of
2079·5 kg/m3. The internal friction angle was measured to be
21·9° in biaxial tests (Nguyen et al., 2016). This value is
assumed to be the critical state friction angle and is employed
in the present simulation. Fig. 4 presents the SPH-simulated
collapse of a shallow column (L0 = 0·2 m, H0 = 0·1 m). In
comparison with experiments, the time evolution of the free
surface, especially the deposition profile, is predicted fairly
well by the ISPH model.
Initial position
Deposition profile
H0
αb
L0
L
∞
Fig. 3. Set-up of the collapse of granular columns
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Fig. 4. Collapsing processes of a shallow column on a horizontal plane (L0 = 0·2 m, H0 = 0·1 m): (a) t=0·005 s; (b) t=0·109 s; (c) t=0·172 s;
(d) t=0·235 s; (e) t=0·335 s; (f) t=0·607 s
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It is generally recognised in the literature that those
numerical models that update the mean stress from explicit
equations suffer from unphysical stress/pressure oscillations
and this is also true for SPH models (Bui et al., 2011;
Nguyen et al., 2016). Some stabilisation techniques have
been developed to remove the oscillations successfully, which
include the introduction of an artificial viscosity (Monaghan,
1992; Bui et al., 2011), stress/strain regularisations (Nguyen
et al., 2016) and so on. The implicit SPH models have also
been proved in many hydrodynamic applications to be able
to successfully reduce the oscillations (Lee et al., 2008; Shao,
2012). In the current simulations, the mean stress distribution
is monitored during the collapse, as plotted in Fig. 4. It
is observed that, without any sophisticated stabilisation
technique, a relatively smooth stress field is obtained with
the present ISPH model. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the present study is the first application of the
ISPH model to geotechnical problems.
Deposition of slowly poured granular materials
When bulk granular materials are poured slowly onto
a horizontal surface, a heap will form. The angle between
the top surface of the heap and the horizontal plane is known
as the angle of repose (AOR), which is a commonly used
parameter for measuring the friction of granular materials.
This phenomenon is simulated with the present ISPH model,
with a procedure illustrated in Fig. 5. The initial spacing of
particles is Δl=0·01 m. A tall column with L0 = 20Δl and
H0 = 30Δl is first released. Then, several shallow, granular
columns, Lrel wide and Hrel high, are released just above
the deposition multiple times, successively. Lrel is fixed
at 15Δl, and four series of simulations are conducted
with Hrel of Δl, 5Δl, 10Δl or 15Δl, respectively. ϕcrit is 36·5°
throughout the simulations.
The successive release of shallow columns just above the
deposition ensures that the level of flow inertia is low, which
mimics the ‘slow pouring’ of granular materials. The slope
angle in the middle part of the deposition (Fig. 5(b)) is
measured, because the head and the toe are greatly affected
by the boundaries. The variation of the slope angle is plotted
in Fig. 6. When a tall column is first released, the slope angle
is about 21°, which deviates greatly from ϕcrit due to inertial
effects. However, when granular material is successively
poured over the deposition, the slope angle increases.
An asymptotic slope angle is achieved after many such
depositions. Fig. 6 also shows that the asymptotic slope
angle increases as the height Hrel reduces, which also reduces
inertial effects during deposition. When Hrel reduces from
5Δl to Δl, the asymptotic slope angle does not observe
a significant increase. Hence, it may be assumed that
inertial effects have become insignificant. If the asymptotic
slope angle of the deposition when inertia effects are
negligible is regarded as the AOR, then the AOR appears
to be somewhat smaller than the critical friction angle. Fig. 6
suggests a general specification of tan AOR sinϕcrit, which
happens to be consistent with the hypothesis of Roscoe
(1970) for the friction angle mobilised on slip lines of zero
extension.
Deposition profiles
It has been verified that all the key features of the collapse
observed in experiments can be faithfully reproduced with
the present ISPH model (Liang & He, 2014; He & Liang,
2015). Its performance in predicting the final deposition
profiles in various configurations is summarised in Fig. 7.
The profiles from experiments are plotted with solid lines
and the SPH results are labelled with dashed lines. Fig. 7(a)
shows the comparison of the deposition profiles between
the experiments and SPH simulations at various values
of ϕcrit. The experimentally measured deposition profile is
better reproduced by the ISPH model when choosing
sinϕcrit¼ tan AOR, which is consistent with argument in
the previous section. Fig. 7(b) shows the deposition profiles
of the grit columns with different initial geometry. Columns
with a greater cross-sectional area S0¼H0L0 (column A)
produce a greater run-out. When two columns with the same
S0 (columns B and C) are prepared, the column with a higher
aspect ratio (column C) travels further. Fig. 7(c) compares the
collapse of columns of the same initial geometry (L0 = 2 cm,
H0 = 25 cm) but with different material compositions. It is
shown that the column of materials with a smaller AOR (the
glass balls) travels further. Fig. 7(d) compares the deposition
of the same columns onto different slopes. It is observed that
material travels further down on steeper slopes. The good
agreement with the measurements shows that the present
30∆l
20∆l
10∆l
Release
Release
Hrel
Lrel = 15∆l
Slope angle
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. SPH simulation of a heap formed by slowly pouring granular
materials: (a) initial release of a tall, granular column; (b) subsequent
release of a series of shallow, granular columns on top of the existing
deposition
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Fig. 6. Relationships between the slope angle and the heap cross-
sectional area for the release of different granular columns on the top
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model can correctly capture the mobility features of granular
columns in various conditions. Table 1 compares the
relationship between ϕcrit and AOR, as used in the simu-
lations and quoted in the experiments, which supports the
proposition tan AOR sinϕcrit.
The small discrepancies between the measured and
computed results can be attributed to the limitations of
the present model. First, the present ISPH model cannot
consider the volume or density change of the collapse.
However, granular materials usually contract or dilate,
depending on their initial state, to a critical state void ratio
during the mobilisation process. The void ratio in a flowing
state has also been reported to be related to the local mean
stress and shear rate and thus is not a constant (Forterre &
Pouliquen, 2008). The neglect of these features leads
to a slight deviation in the final cross-sectional area. The
ISPH model always maintains the same cross-sectional
area (S∞S0), whereas the experiments found that S∞ is
approximately 10% larger than S0 (Balmforth & Kerswell,
2005), which must mainly be attributed to dilation in
the early stages of mobilisation. Second, recent physical
experiments confirm that the critical state friction coefficient
is not constant, and is greater in an inertia regime than the
conventional coefficient measured in a quasi-static regime
(GDR MiDi, 2004). This finding is likely to explain the
inaccurate prediction of the front of the flow, where the rate
of shearing is high and the mean stress is low.
A key finding in the literature (Balmforth & Kerswell,
2005; Lajeunesse et al., 2005; Lube et al., 2005; Staron &
Hinch, 2005) concerning the collapse of granular columns is
a scaling relationship between the non-dimensional run-out
((L∞L0)/L0) and the initial aspect ratio (a¼H0/L0). When
the column is shallow, they are found to have a linear
relationship ((L∞L0)/L0¼ λ1a). When the column is
slender, a power relationship ((L∞L0)/L0¼ λ2aβ) is
suggested.
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0·12 Experiments with grit (AOR = 36·5 ± 4·5°)
 (Balmforth & Kerswell, 2005)
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Fig. 7. Deposition profile of tall columns: (a) SPH-simulated deposition profiles with various critical state friction angles; (b) deposition profiles
of columns with different initial dimensions; (c) deposition profiles of columns with different materials; (d) deposition profiles onto slopes of
different angles
Table 1. Correspondence between AOR and ϕcrit
Source ϕcrit used in simulations atan (sinϕcrit) AOR observed in experiments
Figure 6
Numerical simulation
36·5° 30·7° 30·5°
Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
Experiment – grit
47·0° 36·2° 36·5° ± 4·5°
Figure 7(c)
Experiment – glass balls
27·0° 24·4° 24·5° ± 2·0°
Figure 7(d)
Experiment – quartz sand
40·0° 32·7° 33·0° ± 1·0°
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A new scaling law and the mobility of granular columns
In this section, the conventional scaling relationship is
first reinterpreted and then another formulation is proposed
to facilitate the analyses of landslides involving complex
geometries.
The collapse processes of shallow columns of different
aspect ratios are not fundamentally different, and the height
of the column will be chosen as a characteristic length. As
illustrated in Fig. 8(a), the solid black lines represent the
left-side wall and the base. The shaded area is the initial
shallow column to be collapsed onto the base to the right.
Because the left part of the column remains static and does
not participate in the flow at all, there should be no influence
on the collapse if either (a) the left-side wall is moved leftward
and simultaneously the gap is filled with soil or (b) some soil
is removed and simultaneously the left-side wall is moved
rightward. Despite the change of the aspect ratio a¼H0/L0
in case (a) and case (b), the collapse process is fundamentally
the same. This leads to a linear relationship between
(L∞L0)/L0 and a for small a. From the deposition profiles
of shallow columns, a minimum aspect ratio amin, as shown
in Fig. 8(a), can be identified such that the deposition
profiles of columns with aspect ratios smaller than amin are
all similar.
However, when the column is high enough, it is found in
the literature that the growth of (L∞L0)/L0 with a¼H0/L0
follows a power function ((L∞L0)/L0¼ λ2aβ, with β=2/3 in
Lajeunesse et al. (2005) and Lube et al. (2005)). However,
the growth of (L∞L0)/L0 with a is partly attributed to
the mass increase of granular material contributing to the
flow. When the level of mobility is compared in a generic
sense, non-dimensional parameters should be used to get rid
of the effect of the column volume or mass. For example,
considering (a) a statically deposited heap with large volume
and (b) a very high column with small volume, it is possible
that the statically deposited heap has a greater absolute
run-out than the high column. Nevertheless, the tendency is
to regard the high column as more mobile. Therefore, a new
dimensionless run-out is needed, which can reflect such
relative mobility.
Figure 8(b) shows the deposition profiles normalised byﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
for ISPH simulations with various aspect ratios. Here,
S∞ is the cross-sectional area of the final heap. For columns
of the same material and the same aspect ratio (whereas L0,
H0 and S0 may be different), the normalised profiles are seen
to collapse together. All these normalised profiles have
a unity cross-sectional area. When the aspect ratio is equal
to amin, the deposition profile is the closest to a statically
deposited heap with a slope angle slightly smaller than the
AOR. When the aspect ratio increases, the granular column
becomes more mobile, the normalised run-out L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
will
increase and the normalised profile spreads outwards.
The figure shows that the normalised run-out L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
depends only on the initial dimensionless geometrical
parameter, namely, the aspect ratio, for a given granular
material. Here, L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is the preferred dimensionless
run-out because it properly quantifies the relative mobility
of the statically deposited heap and the slender column as
discussed above. Because the cross-sectional area during
most of the collapse process is close to that of the final
deposition in experiments,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is chosen as the character-
istic length. This has no effect on the SPH results, where the
cross-sectional area is assumed constant.
The relationship between L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
and a is presented
in Fig. 8(c). This figure includes data from laboratory
experiments, DEM simulations and continuum-based com-
putations. Data from experiments and DEM simulations
are presented with L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S0
p
due to the lack of dilation
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Fig. 8. Normalised deposition profiles and the normalised run-outs on flat beds: (a) an illustration of the shallow-column collapse;
(b) SPH-predicted normalised deposition profiles; (c) relationships between the normalised run-out and the initial aspect ratio, with the three lines
representing the proposed scaling law for results of this study
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information. Although this relationship could be
obtained directly from the power relationship in the
literature (L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S0
p ¼ L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L0H0
p ¼ ðL1=L0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L0=H0ð Þ
p ¼
ðλ2aβ þ 1Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
; a  amin), the data in Fig. 8(c) suggest
a new scaling law as below.
L1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p ¼ g1 a;ϕcritð Þ ¼ λ3 ϕcritð Þ þ
λ4 ϕcritð Þﬃﬃﬃ
a
p ð10Þ
The mobility depends on the frictional property of the
material. For a given type of granular material, the mobility
of granular columns grows with the initial aspect ratio.
However, the mobility will reach an asymptotic value when
the aspect ratio is very large.
GRANULAR FLOWS ON CUT SLOPES
Various laboratory experiments have been conducted
(Pudasaini et al., 2007; Bryant et al, 2015) in chutes to
study dry, granular flows along cut slopes and their
deposition at the cut slope toe (Fig. 9), which mimic
cut-slope landslides. The granular materials are initially
Remove the gate
=
Initial position
Deposition profile
H0
L0
L0
H0
Hd
a
Lreach
Lreach
L∞
L∞
cot θreach = Hd Hd
= + 1/tan αs
θreach
αs
Fig. 9. Experimental set-up of granular flow along a cut slope with a
rough sketch of the deposition profile
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Fig. 10. Velocity field in SPH simulation of granular flow along a 45° slope, with the initial position and measured deposition profile labelled by
the dashed lines (Bryant et al., 2015): (a) t=0·32 s; (b) t=0·48 s; (c) t=0·8 s; (d) t=1 s
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contained in a rectangular box on a slope with a slope angle
αs and at a drop height Hd. Then, the materials are released
by the sudden lifting of a removable gate. The granular
materials will flow along the slope and are eventually
deposited on a horizontal bed. Experiments of this kind
present a challenge for numerical models, as the granular
materials impact onto the horizontal beds violently with high
velocities, suddenly changing their direction of motion.
Flow simulated by the SPH model
Bryant et al. (2015) conducted some experiments with
sand contained in a box of L0 = 96 mm and H0 = 45 mm.
The sand is reported to have ϕcrit = 38° and this value is used
in the SPH simulations. The spacing Δl is chosen as 0·6 mm
in SPH simulations and the sand mass is discretised into
12 075 SPH particles. Two slope angles were used in the
experiments. Fig. 10 shows the SPH simulation of the sand
flowing down a 45° slope with a drop height of 233 mm. The
slope angle in Fig. 11 is 70° and the drop height is 385 mm.
The initial position and the final deposition of the exper-
iments are indicated with dashed lines. Figs 10(a) and 11(a)
show the moment when the sand mass first reaches the
horizontal bed. It can be observed that, when the sand mass
is released on the 45°slope, the velocity difference between
the front and the rear end is considerable. Therefore, when
the front reaches the horizontal bed, the rear end is still
stationary and the sand mass is more stretched and thinner
compared to the sand mass on the 70° slope. Figs 10(b) and
10(c) show the deposition process for the flow on the 45°
slope. The front comes to a stop very quickly. Subsequent
particles will flow over the stationary layer and then push the
front even further. At some time, the run-out will not increase
any further and there is still mass left on the slope. This will
eventually be deposited at the top of the final heap. Fig. 10(d)
compares the final deposition profile between the experiment
and the SPH simulation. The model can predict the profile
quite well except for some extra mass at the rear end of the
x : m
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Fig. 11. Velocity field in SPH simulation of granular flow along a 70° slope, with the initial position and measured deposition profile labelled by
the dashed lines (Bryant et al., 2015): (a) t=0·3 s; (b) t=0·42 s; (c) t=0·5 s; (d) t=0·65 s
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flow, which is deposited at the top of the heap. This could be
attributed to the fact that the width of the box is not exactly
equal to the width of the chute in the experiments. The
deposition process for the flow on the 70° slope is illustrated
in Figs 11(b) and 11(c). A totally different deposition
mechanism is observed. Some front mass is deposited at
the toe first. Then, it seems that the rest of the sand mass
switches the velocity directions smoothly on top of this
stationary layer. Afterwards, the deposition starts with mass
near the slope toe and the whole body comes to a stop until
the front stops. The predicted final profile also agrees well
with the experimental one. In summary, the present model is
able to reproduce the flow of dry granular materials down cut
slopes and predict the final deposited profiles correctly under
various slope conditions.
Verification of the scaling law
Before moving to the study of landslides involving very
complex shapes, the mobility of granular rectangles down
a cut slope, and their deposition at the slope toe (Fig. 9), are
first studied. It is easy to verify that this problem can be
uniquely defined with geometrical parameters Hd, αs, H0,
L0 and S∞. This rapid flow phenomenon shares some
similarity with the aforementioned column collapse phenom-
enon, because both phenomena involve the acceleration due
to gravity, the dissipation of kinetic energy through internal
friction and the deposition onto a horizontal bed. Therefore,
a similar relationship between the normalised run-out
and normalised initial geometrical parameters is expected,
that is, ðL1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p Þ ¼ g2ðαs; Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
; L0=H0; ϕcritÞ. Here,
αs; Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
and L0/H0 are normalised geometrical
parameters, which are expected to play similar roles to the
aspect ratio a in equation (10) and their influence on
the mobility is investigated. In the subsequent study,
the influence of the internal friction angle is not investigated,
ϕcrit is fixed as 38° in all later simulations.
First, simulations are conducted to examine whether
the normalised run-out remains the same and the
normalised final profiles collapse together for flows of the
same normalised geometrical parameters but different cross-
sectional areas. Various SPH simulations are conducted with
the slope angle αs, the normalised drop height Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
and
normalised initial shape L0/H0 remaining the same as those
in the validation examples (Bryant et al., 2015). However, the
cross-sectional areas are increased by a factor of 2 or 4. The
normalised final profiles are shown in Fig. 12(a). It is found
that the normalised final profiles for the 70° slope agree
exactly with each other. There is some minor discrepancy for
the profiles on the 45° slope. The normalised run-out and the
front of the normalised profiles are identical for all test cases.
The deposition process on the 45° slope is characterised
by continuous deposition of granular materials on top of
the already stationary materials, while the front advances
forward at the same time. However, the front will eventually
go no further while there is still some sand flowing on the
slope which will finally be deposited over the top of the final
heap. It seems that, with different cross-sectional areas, the
flow and deposition of these materials at the rear end is not
properly scaled, which contributes to a minor discrepancy at
the top of the heap.
Various SPH simulations are also conducted to investigate
the influence of the normalised drop height Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
on the
mobility. The normalised final profiles are presented in
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Fig. 12. Normalised deposition profiles and normalised run-outs of granular rectangles on steep slopes: (a) normalised deposition profiles for
granular rectangles with various cross-sectional areas, S∞; (b) normalised deposition profiles for granular rectangles with various normalised drop
heights,Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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; (c) normalised deposition profiles for granular rectangles with various initial aspect ratios, L0/H0; (d) relationship between the
normalised run-out and the normalised drop height
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Fig. 12(b) with L0/H0 fixed at 2. It can be seen that the
mobility grows with the normalised drop height in each slope
condition. The growth rate of L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
with the increase of
Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is not constant, the growth rate decreases and
asymptotic L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
(especially in the 45° slope simulations)
can be observed with large Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
.
L0/H0 has a limited influence on the mobility, as shown in
Fig. 12(c). In these simulations, the slope angle and the
normalised drop height are the same and L0/H0 varies from
1 to 3. All deposition profiles are similar, despite some minor
discrepancies.
In summary, for this kind of granular flow process, the
relationship between the normalised run-out and normalised
geometrical parameters is plotted in Fig. 12(d) with both
experimental and ISPH results. For tests with various
cross-sectional areas and aspect ratios, but with the same
slope angle and normalised drop height, the predicted
normalised run-out is approximately the same, as indicated
by the symbols overlapping together in circles in Fig. 12(d).
Therefore, the two main influencing factors are αs and
Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
. The normalised drop height has an effect similar
to the aspect ratio in the column collapsing process. A greater
Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
corresponds to larger mobility. The growth of
L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
with Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is not linear and the growth rate
drops when Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is large.
In the literature, statistical studies of historical landslide
data show that landslides with a greater flowing mass
are more mobile and have a smaller reach angle
(Corominas, 1996; Legros, 2002). This result is consistent
with the relationship obtained from Fig. 12(d). Following
the definitions in Fig. 9, the horizontal distance between
the head of the landslide source and the distal margin
of the deposited mass is Lreach¼L∞þHd/tanαs. Then, the
extensively used reach angle has the form
cot θreach ¼ Lreach=Hd ¼ ðL1=HdÞ þ 1= tan αs. The relation-
ship in Fig. 12(d) can be reformulated as
L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p ¼ λ5ðHd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
; αsÞðHd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p Þ. L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
grows
with Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
non-linearly and the growth rate becomes
smaller for larger Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
. Therefore, λ5ðHd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
; αsÞ is
a decreasing function with Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
. The cotangent of the
reach angle can then be expressed as
cot θreach ¼ λ5 Hdﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p ; αs
 
þ 1= tan αs ð11Þ
This equation indicates that the increase of the landslide
volume (S∞) will result in a decrease of the reach angle, which
is exactly the statistical observations of real landslides.
Therefore, the relationship obtained from numerical simu-
lations is consistent with observations of historical landslides.
This reaffirms the obtained relationship and provides
confidence in the further study of landslides involving
complex shapes.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE MOBILITY OF
CUT-SLOPE LANDSLIDES
The influence of the source shape, namely, the initial shape
of the landslide mass, on the mobility is studied in this
section. In the previous study of granular rectangles on cut
slopes, the geometry of the source is simple and easy to
define, because the base inclines at the same angle as the
slope angle and the rectangle is described by an initial length
L0 and height H0. However, most real-world landslides
happen with a basal slip surface whose inclination is smaller
than the slope angle. For example, Fig. 13 references two
historical cut-slope landslides that happened in Hong Kong.
Fig. 13(a) concerns the landslide near Victoria Road on
10 August 2002 (GEO, 2004), and Fig. 13(b) shows the
landslide near Fei Tsui Road on 13 August 1995
(GEO, 1996). Three types of idealised cut-slope
landslides (Figs 13(c)–13(e)) are simulated with the present
ISPH model. Attention is focused on the influence of the
source shape on the mobility. For type A (Fig. 13(c)), the
source is still a rectangle, but the base inclines an angle αsr
with respect to the horizontal. L0/H0 of the rectangle varies
from 1 to 3. Type B (Fig. 13(d)) mimics landslides similar to
the one near Victoria Road. The source is represented by
a steep triangle with its base inclined at αsr to the horizontal,
and its back scarp surface inclined at an angle αback. Type C
(Fig. 13(e)) is an abstraction of the landslide near Fei Tsui
Road. The back scarp surface intersects the horizontal top of
the cut slope. Simulations with αsr = 35° or 45° are conducted
on 60° and 70° cut slopes. The internal friction angle is
selected as 38°, so that the source mass is not stable in the
first instance. The choosing of a strength parameter which
leads the initial mass to be unstable enables the simplified
simulation of a triggering process, which could be caused
by various physical processes such as the loss or decrease of
suction after heavy rains, the removal of vegetation, or an
earthquake.
One overall observation is that, with the same slope
angle and normalised drop height, the normalised run-out
for these idealised cut-slope landslides is smaller than that
of corresponding granular rectangles. Several deposition
profiles on 70° slopes with a fixed Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
of 5·86 are
plotted in Fig. 14. It is observed that the geometrical
parameters of the source shape play an important role in
the mobility of landslides.
An interesting feature of an initial discontinuity in the
landslide mass is observed in these simulations. Fig. 15 shows
the velocity of an idealised landslide mass avery short period
(0·045 s) after the slope loses stability. The mass above the
initial discontinuity plane gains momentum quickly and
forms the front of the flow. The material below the initial
discontinuity plane is relative slow. It will follow and form the
rear end of the flow. This discontinuity phenomenon is also
observed in the collapse experiments of granular columns. At
the start of the collapse, only grains above an initial failure
plane will gain momentum and grains below this initial
failure plane remain static. The initial failure plane inclines at
(π/4)þ (ϕcrit/2) to the horizontal for granular columns. In the
simulations of idealised landslides, the initial discontinuity
plane is not a straight line but is curved. Its inclination
(approximately θid = 55° in the present simulations) is
also slightly smaller than (π/4)þ (ϕcrit/2) = 64°. In addition,
a general trend is observed in all simulations of idealised
landslides that a greater area above the initial discontinuity
plane (Sfront in Fig. 15) leads to more mass at the front and
a greater normalised run-out. Here, Sfront is approximately
estimated to be the area above a straight line inclining at
θid = 55°, as shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 plots the relationship
between the normalised run-out and the proportion of front
mass to the whole mass (Sfront/S∞). Two slope conditions are
presented. The first one refers to idealised landslides on a 70°
cut slope with Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
of 5·86, and the second one is on a
60° cut slope withHd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
of 1. The normalised run-outs of
granular rectangles are represented with open diamonds. In
comparison, all idealised landslides have smaller normalised
run-out when the slope angle and normalised drop height are
the same. In addition, for each slope condition, the SPH
results seem to collapse onto one unique curve. Therefore, of
the factors depicting the source shape of landslides, the ratio
Sfront/S∞ is the dominant one in determining the run-out. In
summary, the present study shows that the normalised
run-out of cut-slope landslides is mainly determined by the
slope angle αs, the drop height Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
and a dimensionless
parameter Sfront/S∞.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a study using ISPH simulations of
granular materials flowing down cut slopes and depositing at
the slope toe. In the ISPH model, the granular materials are
modelled as a rigid and perfectly plastic material with a
Coulomb yield surface. Dilatancy is ignored and thus the
material is assumed to be incompressible. The coupled
continuity equation and momentum equations are solved
using a semi-implicit algorithm.
The present ISPH model is validated and its results are
carefully compared with various controlled experiments. The
ISPH model correctly predicts the heap formed by slowly
poured granular materials, and the results indicate that the
heap angle and the internal friction angle follow the
relationship tan AOR sinϕcrit – a hypothesis on slip lines
of zero extension proposed by Roscoe (1970). The model is
also verified against column collapse experiments. All the key
features can be successfully reproduced, and the capability of
predicting the final profiles in various configurations and
with various granular materials is extensively verified. Then,
the model is used to simulate the release of granular
rectangles on cut slopes to investigate the deposit
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morphologies. It is observed that the mathematical model
reproduces the flow and predicts the final deposition profiles
correctly under various conditions.
A main contribution of this study is to have used the
simulation results to study the run-out and mobility of
granular columns, granular rectangles on steep slopes and
idealised cut-slope landslides. To better describe the mobility
of granular columns, a new normalised run-out is proposed,
which is also supported by experimental results, DEM
simulations and results from continuum-based simulations.
Additionally, a normalised relationship for the run-out
of granular rectangles on cut slopes is also proposed.
The normalised run-out L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
is found to be affected
mainly by the slope angle αs and the normalised drop
height Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
, with L1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
increasing with Hd=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1
p
non-linearly.
Three types of idealised cut-slope landslides are simulated
with the aim of studying the influence of the source shape on
mobility. It is found that the normalised run-out of these
idealised cut-slope landslides is smaller than that of granular
rectangles with the same slope angle and normalised drop
height. The difference between the run-outs is found to be
dominantly determined by the ratio of the mass above an
initial discontinuity plane to the whole mass.
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NOTATION
a¼H0/L0 initial aspect ratio of granular columns
B2;aij
PNnei
b
mb
ρb
xbi  xai
 rjWab
B2;aij inverse of B
2;a
ij
Cmax Courant number
gi acceleration of gravity
Hd drop height of cut-slope landslides
h smoothing length
i, j, k vector components
L0, H0 initial length and height of granular
columns
L∞ run-out
ma mass of particle a
nj unit vector normal to fixed boundary
p mean stress
rab |xa xb|
sij deviatoric stress tensor
νi velocity
W(x, h) smoothing kernel
Wab short for W(xa xb, h)
xa position of particle a
xabj x
a
j  xbj
αs slope angle of cut-slope landslides
Δl spacing of particles
Δt time step
ε˙ij strain rate tensor
e˙ ij deviatoric strain rate tensor
η small value to keep the denominator of the
Poisson equation non-zero
ρa density at the position of particle a
ρsolid density of grain
σij stress tensor
σij′ effective stress tensor
τ shear stress on the failure plane
ϕcrit internal friction angle, chosen as the
critical state value
∞ property of final deposition
rjWab short for @W
@xj
xa  xb; h 
r˜jWab ¼ B2;aij riWab renormalised gradient of kernel
0 initial property
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